
Reading Workshop



Purpose of the session

For parents

• To understand how children learn to read

• Examine the three main reading strategies

• To develop skills to support effective reading 
with pace, phrasing and meaning



Aims for pupils

• Encourage enjoyment of texts – book choice  

• Develop independent reading skills – structured 
book

• Read with understanding 

• Improve pace, phrasing and fluency 

• Enable pupils to access a wider range of reading 
material more confidently and transfer skills so 
that they are now reading to learn.



Reading

The cat and the dog.



Backward text



Backward text
Try to put yourself in the shoes of a young child learning to read.

What did you find difficult?

What helped you to learn?

How many times did you read it?

Did you understand it?

At what pace did you read it?

For a good comparison think about what strategies you might use when on 
holiday in a country where they speak a different language or use a different 
script e.g. Mandarin



Assessment
We carefully identify the level of structured book that your child requires.

Independent reading to self

Running record to adult

Concepts about print

Knowledge of key words or technical vocabulary

Strategies

Retell

Comprehension

1. Literal

2. Inferential

3. Summary



3 types of reading

Home

• Introducing new text – book orientation

• Recently introduced text – building skills

• Familiar text – reading with full pace and expression

School

• Introducing new text – pre-reading, tech vocab, genre

• Recently introduced text – assessing application

• Familiar text – post reading task comprehension



Book orientation

Introducing new text  

Overview: 

• Select a text for the pupil at an appropriate level 

• Make sure you are familiar with the text before the 
lesson 

• Give the pupil the title/ genre of the book, then ask a 
question to activate prior knowledge 

• If appropriate look at the blurb, layout, index etc

• Give a brief overview giving character or place names as 
necessary 



Support
Before reading

• Help the pupil access the text by the questions you ask 

• Attend to any new or potentially difficult vocabulary or concepts (If the pupil really 
cannot work it out, after asking questions, then tell them) 

• Locate any repetitive structures

During reading 

• Promote independence – holding book, tracking text

• Encourage the pupil to “try that again‟ to take a run up

• Support the pupil to read the text if necessary to avoid losing meaning

After Reading

• Model a sentence for the child to copy

• Point out inaccuracies

• Go back and re-read for phrasing, accuracy

• Remember the importance of specific praise, it instils confidence “I like the way 
you…chunked up the word”

• Check comprehension



Reading for pace and meaning

• Encourage your child to read from a book that they have read 
at least twice before.

• Why?

• Give your child the opportunity to succeed 

• It helps them use reading behaviours already under their 
control 

• It provides opportunities for you to praise and prompt 

• It allows children to read in a positive expert way 



3 Sources of information

1. Visual Strategies

2. Meaning Strategies

3. Structural Strategies 

Plus practise for pace and meaning leads to good comprehension



Reading strategies

What do they like? 

• The ladybird likes _________ 



Reading strategies

What do they like? 

• The ….. likes the tree 



Reading strategies

What do they like? 

• The butterfly _____ the flower. 



Reading strategies

What do they like? 

• …. squirrel likes the nut. 



Reading strategies

What do they like? BRP 

• The cat likes the wool but n__ for dinner. 



Reading strategies

What do they like? 

• He likes __________ . 



Reading strategies

The ladybird likes the leaf. 

The bird likes the tree. 

The butterfly likes the flower. 

The squirrel likes the nut. 

The cat likes the wool but not for 

dinner. 

What does the cat like for dinner? 

He likes goldfish. 



Meaning

Meaning 

Text: The goat sat on the mat. 

Child: The goad sat on the mat. 

Adult: Does that make sense? 

What is this animal? 

The adult encourages their child to look at the picture or think 
about what is happening in the text.

The child doesn’t know, so the adult tells them, 

providing meaning and keeping the flow of the story. 



Structure

Structure 

Predicting: 

“The little old man and the little old __________‟ 

Verb, noun agreement: 

“The men writes their names‟ 

Grammatical sense: “The boy comed home”

Omission of words: “She went to house‟ 

Tense agreement: “The boy catch the ball‟ 



Visual Information

Visual information 

Letters: 

Shape/ orientation 

Sounds: 

Phonemes/digraphs/trigraphs

Words: 

High frequency words e.g. house, my, me, you 

Syllables 

Chunks/ strings/ endings 



Reading Strategies

Visual information 

Letters: 

Shape/ orientation 

Sounds: 

Phonemes/digraphs/trigraphs

Words: 

High frequency words e.g. house, my, me, you 

Syllables 

Chunks/ strings/ endings 



Reading Tips



Reading Tips



Reading Questions



Reading Questions



Reading Questions



Reading Jumble


